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Abstract 

V.S. Naipaul is traveler and an Omniscient spectator of Indian scene which is his familial 

homeland. He went to India with awesome desires however he was disappointed and 

communicated his tirade about India. He communicated his states of mind about India by 

keeping his one foot in India and another in abroad country however when he understands that 

India is his familial homeland, he communicates his sympathetic view about his hereditary place 

that is known for India. The present study attempts to analyse and criticise the entire three 

Indian travelogues of V.S. Naipaul regarding his Indian diaspora. This thesis covers three Indian 

travelogues of V.S. Naipaul regarding his Indian diasporic feelings. While analysing these three 

Indian travelogues, V.S. Naipaul’s, expressions and experiences about India are presented with 

zest and vitality. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Diaspora 

The word, Diaspora referred to the 

dispersal of Jews as a consequence of the 

Roman conquest of Jerusalem. The Jews 

were driven from their homeland and their 

dispersal became a mass migration. They 

spread across the Mediterranean. They 

reached Spain and Portugal and even far off 

Poland and Russia. Wherever they went, 

they distinguished themselves in various 

fields. After the conquest of Granada and 

their consequent expulsion from Spain, they 

embarked on long voyages across the 

Atlantic and landed in Venice, in Holland, 

and on the African coast. History is replete 

with the horrors of organized violence 

against this race [1]. 

Multiculturalism and extension of the 

notion of pluralism reshaped the diaspora. 

The diasporist projects the past and present 

and relates them to articulate the bondage 

between the people in homeland and 

hostland. Since the later half of the 20th 

century the term diaspora is being applied 

to dispersal of any ethnic group or 

community outside the country of their 

origin. Diaspora today is used to describe 

practically any population that is reside and 

whose social, economic and political 

network cross the borders of nations and 

they play significant roles in the lives and 
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societies of the countries of their adoption 

as well as countries of their origin.  

Diasporic writing is a literary phenomenon 

assumes intense importance. Indians, 

Pakistanis, Bangladeshis and 

Shrilankanssettled abroad have made a 

substantial contribution to this South Asian 

diasporic writing and share a common 

diasporic consciousness and a structural 

and thematic framework. The majority of 

South Asian writers are Indian. The South 

Asian population migrated in search of 

work, once they were in new lands this 

diaspora contributed to different walks of 

life in these countries, including intellectual 

and literary scene. Several of the South 

Asian diasporic writers have received 

international recognition. These writers are 

known form introducing new themes. 

Diasporic writers in the recent have created 

a unique form of literature. In their writing 

they have made a rich and varied response 

to the experience of migration, the sense of 

homelessness and nostalgia for the lost. 

Diaspora achieves the unintended purpose 

of celebrating marginality and embracing 

virtually multiculturalism and diversity. This 

is evident from South Asian diasporic 

writing [2]. 

Indian Diaspora 

Indian diaspora in the world of literature is 

becoming an increasingly dominant 

phenomenon. It is the mental flight of the 

Indian people constantly trying to 

reconstruct their native from a past which is 

lost to them. Their roots shoot down only to 

strike against a frozen, fractured 

consciousness and thus begin a search for 

identity and the Indian diasporic literature 

is born. Many individual and comparative 

studies have been conducted on the writers 

of the Indian diaspora. V.S. Naipaul has an 

unique position as an Indian diasporic 

writer in his three Indian travelogues.The 

genesis of Indian diaspora, its penetration 

of the writer’s consciousness, and the 

resultant sensibility that gives birth to cross-

cultural writing is the context in which 

Naipaul’s relationship with India is analyzed. 

This turbulent relationship finds expression 

in Naipaul’s deep sighted concern for the 

land of his ancestors. His vision is being 

coloured by the Indian diasporic 

consciousness that birthed his quest [3]. 

The diasporic Indian writing in English 

covers every continent and part of the 

world. A great deal of Indian writing in 

English is produced not only in India but 

also in widely distributed geographical 

areas. The Indian diaspora spread across 

the globe. The Government of India report 

on Indian diaspora published by Ministry of 

External Affairs in December 2001 claims 

that the sun never sets on the Indian 

diaspora. The common Indian origin, 

cultural heritage and attachment to India of 

this Indian diaspora compelled the 

Government of India to establish a national 

day as PravasiBhartiya Divas. This day thus 

recognizes and legitimizes connection with 
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India by establishing a law for dual 

citizenship. Indian diaspora refers to the 

persons of Indian origin living abroad which 

in earlier times was result of induced 

emigration or indenture [4]. 

2. INDENTURESHIP AND DIASPORA IN V.S. 

NAIPAUL 

The transplanted Hindu-Muslim rural 

culture of Trinidad into which my father 

was born early in the century was still a 

whole culture, close to India [5]. 

In the arcade of Hanuman House...there 

was already the evening assembly of old 

men...pulling at clay cheelums that glowed 

red and smelled of ganja and burnt sacking 

They could not speak English and were not 

interested in the land where they lived; it 

was a place where they had come for a 

short time and stayed longer than they 

expected. They continually talked of going 

back to India, but when the opportunity 

came, many refused, afraid of the unknown, 

afraid to leave the familiar temporariness. 

`No space ever vanishes absolutely, leaving 

no follow,' composed and no space — 

mental, physical, and social — is basically 

genuine or perfect. Space is constantly 

both: perfect in the feeling of being sure, 

numerical, consistent, and genuine in the 

feeling of being social and mental. On the 

off chance that Lefebvre is correct in 

deciphering the 'part of space, as 

information, and action' notwithstanding 

when it is reviewed `tragically’, at that point 

the space of the arrangement dispatches in 

which Indians were sent to the sugar states 

of the West Indies and different parts of the 

world, and the experience of the section are 

important components in the social 

nonexistent of these individuals. Generation 

and reproduction of Diaspora culture must 

start with the ship's entry: 'arrangement 

lives in dates and separations', composes 

Arnold Itwaru in his lyric We Have Survived 

[6].  

Agreement history, situated in the changed 

temporality of ginnit when encounters 

adjusted direct time into tenacious, ever 

introduce labor, has created its 

empowering tasteful, none more intense or 

powerful than that of V.S. Naipaul. Naipaul 

is an anguished spectator damaged by what 

calls the girmit philosophy. Peruses Third 

World messages as national allegories: `All 

societies, at specific snapshots of their 

history, create national allegories.' In 

perusing Jameson's section claims that V.S. 

Naipaul's works about the Indian Diaspora 

are allegories of that Diaspora [7]: 

V.S. Naipaul's fictions about the Indian 

Diaspora are necessarily, I want to argue, 

allegorical, and in a very specific way: they 

are to be read as what I will call diasporic 

allegories, even when, or perhaps I should 

say, particularly when their forms develop 

out of predominantly western machineries 

of representation, such as the novel. 
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Here Rob Nixon's study of V.S. Naipaul is a 

decent purpose of section: 'The oeuvres of 

both V.S. Naipaul and his brother Shiva 

Naipaul are spotted with occurrences of 

them encouraging to the resistance of the 

[old] Indian Diaspora, regardless of whether 

in Trinidad, Guyana, Surinam. The issue 

with Naipaul, as Nixon calls attention to, is 

that he doesn't confess all on his demands.  

In any case, what the study neglects to 

inspect is definitely the conditions that offer 

ascent to a particularist perspective and 

why it is that Naipaul and his brother Shiva 

Naipaul stay thoughtful to individuals who 

share their agreement foundation. Here 

one falls solidly back on to inquiries of 

Diaspora and its stylish portrayal in V.S. 

Naipaul [8]. 

As claims two basic techniques might be 

utilized perusing V.S. Naipaul. Initial, one 

needs to address Naipaul's diasporic history 

and, second, one needs to contend that 

Naipaul's works are allegories of the 

diasporic essayist and the colonizer. The last 

might be tended to with reference to the 

auxiliary certainty of mimicry in Naipaul's 

craft in light of the fact that for the 

colonized, as (manor culture's) diasporic 

subject, 'slave' mimicry (of the provincial all 

inclusive since the Diaspora's own 

disposition had no esteem) was both 

harmless (from the frontier perspective) 

and subversive (from the perspective of the 

colonized subject) since it opened the path 

to a level of self-legitimisation, self-

projection or portrayal and even self- 

greatness. It is just when the colonized 

enters the metropolitan focuses of Empire 

that the disjunction and the energy of a 

pilgrim teaching method, a 'monkish, 

medieval, taking in very separate from 

regular things', winds up self-evident. How 

much Naipaul's social preferences and his 

coloniality is a component of a history of 

frontier training and to be sure of manor 

social history. The origins of the counter-

account backpedal so as to Naipaul's own 

particular father, Seepersad Naipaul, about 

whom he composes [9]: 

My father rejecting one world came into 

contact with another. In him was played out 

the whole tragic drama of an ancient 

civilisation coming into contact with a 

hideous colonial mimicry of another 

civilisation. 

In opposition to absolutist theories that 

inferred lived Diaspora encounter as being 

forever bolted into dreams of homeland — 

the peril here is that one starts to rehash 

bigot or nativist talks of social anteriority 

and superiority which underline lost glories 

(myths supplanting history) — Diaspora 

drastically reinterrogates the genuine 

encounter of life on cotton, tobacco and 

sugar stick estates in order to speak to 

themselves (individuals of the old Indian 

Diaspora)as 'animals of worker substance 

squelching through mud and stick field, 

bearing about [them] the stench of fish and 

new blood'.  
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In with respect to one's previous, one 

doesn't so much make immortal narratives 

as utilize genuine material encounters as a 

'means to seize hold of a memory as it 

flashes up in a snapshot of risk'. This 

memory has just as of late come to be 

related with methods of protection from 

provincial administration which started the 

minute the subaltern entered the 'pilgrim' 

space of the ship or sleeping shelter. The 

collaborations amid the protracted ocean 

voyages started a procedure that prompted 

the redoing of social and ethnic characters 

and to the removal of 'want for a 

"homeland"' with what AvtarBrah have 

called 'homing desire'. 

3. ANALYSIS OF DIASPORIC SENSIBILITY IN 

V.S. NAIPAUL'S WRITINGS 

V.S. Naipaul's Exilic Self 

VidiadharSurajprasad Naipaul, a colonial 

West Indian with an Indian ancestry and 

writing about the West Indies highlights 

imagistically on the kinds of social, cultural, 

physical and psychological dislocations and 

displacement experienced by him and his 

fellow East Indians. Born and brought up in 

the West Indian domain, having an Indian 

lineage and being trained in English 

craftsmanship and encompassing an English 

attitude, V.S. Naipaul dwindles in an "in-

between;"  he is part of, yet not part of the 

English world, both included and excluded 

from it.  

To write about Trinidad and West Indian 

societites the colonial had to define a new 

relationship between self and metropolitan 

other; he had not only to make present 

what had been set on the margins, but also 

to show values in the colony in terms other 

than the values of another, very different 

world. Naipaul was marginalised, like other 

colonials, through the ideology and myths 

of Englishness, and through this and other 

experiences he began to learn to see as an 

exile [10].' 

It is not merely the fact that the prospect 

for a successful career lie beyond the 

Caribbean is the only deliberation for these 

writers, but there are other considerations 

as well for these writers. As Wilson Harris 

speculates, exile may be native to the 

Caribbean writer, who lives in 'exile' in his 

or her own country, an exile that takes 

place against the social background of what 

Harris calls a philistinism, a persona 

adopted by people in a dangerous world 

where they must play it safe and take no 

risks. Caribbean writers must constantly 

confront this philistinism, separating them 

from their community. 

Kristeva analyses the exilic self of the 

foreigner or stranger from a psychological 

perspective, scrutinising the process of 

estrangement and the response of the 

stranger within to the stranger without. As 

has been mentioned above, disturbance, or 

wound, pushes the exile into his 

wanderings; those who meet him respond 
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with a mixture of Exile may provoke 

extreme responses: just as the stranger can 

fascinate or frighten, so too strangeness can 

channel the exile's energies creatively or 

destructively. Exile can fragment the self, 

reconstruct it syncretistically, or fragment 

and reconstruct in cycles. As the exile 

breaks ties with others, he lives within 

solitude, and the experience of exile can 

produce an intense dechirement or a 

splitting of self and world. As an outcast 

from the tribe, the exile may feel self-

loathing and self-defilement, or he may 

despise others who rest secure within the 

tribe for their provincialism. The exile may 

withdraw into the self, as does Santosh in 

Naipaul's short story One Out of Many 

when, tired of the strange, bewildering 

world of America, he retreats into his 

cabinet/bed. The exile may escape into 

fantasy as does Singh in his reveries of Old 

England and of a graceful, aesthetic life on 

an idealised West Indian cocoa plantation. 

Like the voyager in the Mediterranean 

fantasy "the enigma of arrival" in Naipaul's 

novel of that title - the exile may wander 

the world yet always end up in the same 

place, because he carries with him, in his 

mind, his past and the city from which he 

has escaped physically but can never escape 

psychologically [11]. 

"To leave India's sacred soil, to cross the 

'black water', was considered an act of self-

defilement. So completely did these 

migrants recreate India in Trinidad that they 

imposed a similar restriction to those who 

wished to leave Trinidad" (Naipaul 1976a). 

In his initial years in England, Naipaul feels 

pangs of guilt, believing that he should be 

back home to help his ailing father and give 

moral support to his family.  

In the story "One out of Many" the author 

treats variations on these feelings through 

his exiled, Indian protagonist Santosh, who 

is stuck by pains of an imagined self-

defilement after such taboo acts as 

intercourse with a "hubshi" (black woman) 

and the purchase of a western hat and suit. 

Traditional, religious (Hindu) minded 

Santosh with a caste prejudice is very much 

tormented by the sexual act, and takes a 

shower to purify him after the sexual 

encounter. And after hastily buying the new 

clothes, he leaves them in the box, unable 

to wear them because he believes that to 

do so would be to overstep his caste 

boundaries and invite humiliation. The sex 

and the suit symbolise aspects of his new 

identity that he has yet to assimilate;  

Though Santosh has been successful in 

enduring in the United States, but he has 

failed to attain a syncretism in which Indian 

and American values are embraced with the 

acceptance and celebration of their 

differences, where self and other exist in 

difference yet harmony. A sense of 

difference and harmony: 

It may be remembered that the split 

between the exiled self and others can lead 

to dangerous repercussions and this split 
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between the exiled self and other has been 

treated in its darkest aspects in his novels of 

the 1960s, Mr. Stone and the Knights 

Companion and The Mimic Men, but this 

split is inherent to the point of view, 

situations, and sensibility of many of 

Naipaul's essays and novels [12]. The threat 

of breaking down, a deepening fissure 

within the self and between self and others 

looms as a possibility in An Area of 

Darkness, The Mimic Men,  

In Finding the Centre and The Enigma of 

Arrival the possibility of breakdown is 

symbolised by dreams of a crumbling bridge 

and an exploding head. But like the 

experience of exile, mirrors and dreams are 

ambiguous; the mirror of "One Out of 

Many" may also stand for a vehicle of 

reconstruction or syncretism of Santosh's 

Indian-American self-One can view the 

different, extreme responses to exile — 

breakdown, or burst of creativity and sense 

of focussed identity — as different aspects 

of a recursive process or cycle within the 

self [13]. 

V.S. Naipaul's Diasporic Sensibility 

Adoption and adaptation in the new 

environment and the issues of loss, 

nostalgia, selfhood and identification 

provide them their diasporic canvass in 

which they paint the variant pictures of 

their new and old homelands. Culture, 

religion, ancestry, literature and history 

provide a strong sense of bonding in 

diasporic condition, but where this bonding 

moves or strives for new patterns of ethnic 

identity, it brings sometimes itself in a 

conflicting situation or even exclusion in the 

metropolitan zones of the west. The 

present day self-proclaimed, mobile and 

multiple identities may be seen "not as a 

market of contemporary social fluidity and 

dispossession but a new stability, self-

assurance and quietism" (Young, 1995:4) 

[14].  

This "quietism" indicates one's coining to 

terms with unfixed modes of existence and 

professions; to opportunities the First 

World offers through attractive 

assignments, metropolitan consumerism, 

and freedom to travel, petro dollars or 

illusory promises of a heavenly life with 

utmost equality and justice. In this world of 

globalisation and trans-nationalism, not 

only the commodities move, but also the 

human beings cross borders in search for 

the promise and prosperity that the 

metropolis makes them dreamt of, hence 

begins the process of trauma and 

tribulations of dislocations, broodings, 

identity quest, nostalgia, loss of selfhood, 

issues of diasporic sensibility or notions of 

exilic self and so on.; thus marking the 

beginning of the germination of diasporic 

discourse making the sociologists, cultural 

critics, historians, cultural anthropologists, 

men of literature and policy planners to 

trace out the answers to these concerns. 

Here it should be remembered that 

Diaspora is not a recent phenomenon, 
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neither the diasporic discourse; as has been 

discussed in the previous chapters of this 

study, from the very ancient period human 

history is encountering this notion of 

Diaspora and Diaspora has occurred in 

many forms. Through the diasporic writings 

or discourses the diasporic writers not only 

exhibit their own and their fellow diasporic 

beings' sensibilities but also open up new 

paradigms in which the lives of these 

people can be understood and revisited 

[15].  

V.S. Naipaul's stance as a West Indian by 

birth with Indian ancestry, having a training 

in English craftsmanship with English 

attitudes, experience of meeting the globe 

with his traveling, exilic contemplation and 

diasporic self,   makes him stand in an 

extremely superb position to analyse 

various dynamics and vitalities of these 

people. 

Naipaul's position and status as a diasporic 

writer needs to be understood and 

evaluated through the Caribbean literary, 

historical and cultural imponderables, 

which are fraught with all kinds of violent 

mixings. Recording the course of Caribbean 

history that has shaped his initial 

progressive development of his personality 

and traits, Naipaul claims in the first section 

of A Way in the World:  

"I had grown up thinking of cruelty as 

something always in the background. There 

was an ancient, and not so ancient, cruelty 

in the language of the streets; casual 

threats, man and parents to children, of 

punishments and degradations that took 

you back to plantation times. There was the 

cruelty of extended family life. The cruelty of 

the Indian countryside and the African 

town. The simplest things around us held 

memories of cruelty".  

The introduction of the plantation system at 

the end of the sixteenth century for sugar 

cultivation, based on African slave labour 

implicated the society in a cycle of 

deformed human relationships, 

miscegenation and racial prejudice.  The 

other and the culturally significant event in 

the history of the Caribbean is the import of 

Indian and the Asian indentured labour 

around the 1830s; something seminal to 

Naipaul's literary and individual 

development. Unlike the Africans, Indian 

indentured labour carried with them their 

civilisational values and ethos, their cultural 

and religious artifacts and texts, which they 

considered dearer than their lives any 

mixing with the other was perceived as 

proneness to christening. On the other, the 

colonial white masters found the Indians 

culturally rock like, unlike the clay like 

blacks whom they could stretch into any 

shape. The Indians' dereliction, isolation, 

physical rootlessness in alien locales and 

poverty, imaginatively rendered by Naipaul 

is now part of his own inseparable destiny 

and place in the Caribbean literature. 

4. CONCLUSION 
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The important aspect here is Naipaul's 

involvement with the issues of cultural and 

literary identity in multiple ways, and 

secondly, his intellectual and personal 

obsession with India as a country and 

metaphor that he evokes in a mood of 

anger and despair, at other times signifying 

a desperate need to approach the new 

reality of India with a dramatic shift in 

stance. Naipaul's diasporic discourse needs 

to be understood in many complex 

perspectives: the initial West Indian society 

with multiple socio-cultural variants, then 

the evolution of the society to plurality, 

then Naipaul's colonial self residing in the 

metropolis colony, his perception of India 

and his exilic sensibility. 
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